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Abstract: Model-driven engineering (MDE) advocates the use of different domain-
specific languages (DSLs) for describing different aspects of a system, which is called
multi-view modeling or multimodeling. Existing metamodel-based technologies like
Xtext provide good support for defining a DSL and for creating a corresponding domain-
specific workbench but do not support multimodeling, yet, i.e., they do not provide
means to specify (non-bijective) relations between DSLs, so that models that are
created using these DSLs are synchronized automatically. We present an approach
to model synchronization that is based on asymmetric bidirectional transformations.
Therefore, we implement lenses – a term-rewriting-based approach to bidirectional
transformations – as an internal DSL in the Scala programming language and use
lenses for model transformations. This way, our approach does not depend on special
tool support and allows for seamless integration with Java-based MDE technologies.

1 Introduction

In model driven engineering (MDE), models are the primary artifacts for describing the
system under development. Often, the system description consists of a heterogeneous set
of models, i.e., different modeling languages are used to describe these models. This is
called multi-view modeling [GHHL08], multi-perspective modeling [Fra02], or domain-
specific multimodeling [Hes09]. In MDE, this diversity of languages is fostered, e.g., by
creating domain-specific languages (DSLs). Also, the different diagram types of the UML
can be considered as DSLs for different aspects of the system description. However, when
editing semantically overlapping models, the consistency of the system description has to
be ensured, which leads to the problem of heterogeneous model synchronization [AC07].
In a metamodel-based setting this means, that models that conform to different metamodels
have to be synchronized.

Existing MDE technologies based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) like Xtext1

provide good support for defining a DSL and for creating a corresponding domain-specific
workbench – i.e., an integrated tool set that makes using this DSL comfortable – but do
not support multimodeling, yet, i.e., they do not provide means to specify (non-bijective)
relations between DSLs, so that models that are created using these DSLs are synchro-
nized automatically. Especially if the relation between those models is a simple bijection,

1http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext
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this synchronization can easily be implemented as a pair of unidirectional transformations
using either a general purpose programming language like Java or a special model transfor-
mation language like ATL2. However, with this approach, the consistency of the forward
and the backward transformation has to be ensured and both transformations have to be
maintained separately. In order to avoid this maintenance overhead and to make defining
such synchronizations more concise, there are special languages for defining bidirectional
transformations that provide means to declaratively specify a consistency relation, which
defines both the forward and the backward transformation [Ste07, CFH+09].

However, existing approaches to bidirectional model transformations are often hard to
integrate with existing EMF-based technologies or depend on special tool support that
has to be maintained regularly: In the context of MDE, the Object Management Group
(OMG) defined the QVT Relations language for defining bidirectional model transforma-
tions in a declarative way as part of the QVT standard for model transformations3. Al-
though standardization was finished in 2008, QVT Relations does not seem to have gained
widespread use in current MDE practice. Stevens points out semantic issues in QVT espe-
cially regarding non-bijective bidirectional transformations and argues, this could prevent
developers from using QVT Relations [Ste10]. Additionally, we suppose, that insufficient
tool support for QVT Relations is responsible for this situation4. Indeed, those seman-
tic issues could also be one of the reasons for the weak situation regarding tool support
for QVT. Apart from QVT, other approaches to model synchronizations like the AToM3

framework [AdLG07] are hard to integrate with existing EMF-based technologies.

In this paper, we present an approach to model synchronization that is based on lenses
[FGM+07]. Lenses differentiate from QVT Relations and similar approaches mainly be-
cause of their asymmetric setting: One of the two models to be synchronized has to be
an abstraction of the other. Although this restriction limits possible applications of lenses
within MDE, we argue that their asymmetric nature is particularly well suited for multi-
view modeling because a view is always an abstraction of the complete system description.
In return, this restriction allows for the compositional notion of lenses: complex transfor-
mations are composed out of small and well-understood transformations using a set of
combinators. This allows for compositional reasoning, which is arguably one of the main
advantages of lenses. However, in the original work of Foster et al., lenses were only
defined for transformations of edge-labeled tree-data and their main implementation is a
language for bidirectional string transformations [BFP+08].

Therefore, we explore how lenses can be adapted in a pragmatic way to be applicable in
MDE and implement lenses for model transformations as an internal DSL in the Scala
programming language. This way, one can benefit from existing tool support for Scala
– e.g., for editing and debugging – and from Scala’s integration with Java-based frame-
works, especially regarding EMF: Lenses that are defined in Scala can directly process the
Java-objects that represent an EMF-model at the runtime of a modeling tool and thus, can
be seamlessly integrated with EMF-based technologies like Xtext and GMF. Furthermore,

2ATLAS Transformation Language (http://www.eclipse.org/atl/)
3http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/
4e.g., medini QVT (http://projects.ikv.de/qvt/), being one of the few implementations of QVT Relations was

not updated since early 2009
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when composing lenses, it is desirable to have tool-support that ensures that the composed
lens will produce models that conform to the target metamodel and to the source meta-
model, respectively. Embedding lenses in Scala allows for using the Scala compiler for
static structural analysis and for checking the type constraints of specific lenses. This way,
the corresponding error highlighting, syntax checks and code completion features can be
provided by any Scala IDE plug-in and no further tooling is needed.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In the next section the concepts of
lenses are explained in detail. In section 3, we show a type-safe implementation of lenses
in Scala and show how this allows for using lenses – with certain restrictions – for model
transformations. In section 4 we present a multi-view domain-specific workbench that
incorporates a lens-based view synchronization architecture as an ongoing case study for
our work. Finally, section 5 presents related work and section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Lenses

Lenses, as introduced by Foster et al in [FGM+05], are asymmetric bidirectional transfor-
mations, i.e., lenses provide means to synchronize data but are restricted to the case that
one of the two structures to be synchronized is an abstraction of the other.

Given a set C of concrete structures and a set A of abstract structures, a lens comprises
three functions:

get : C → A
put : A× C → C
create : A → C

The forward transformation get derives an abstract structure from a given concrete struc-
ture, whereas the backward transformation put takes an updated abstract structure and the
original concrete structure to yield an updated concrete structure. If there is no original
concrete structure, the alternative backward transformation create creates a concrete struc-
ture using default values instead. This asymmetric approach is inspired by the view-update
problem known in the database community, where a database view – the abstraction – has
to be updated when the database changes [DB82]. Fig. 1 visualizes the way the lens func-
tions are used to derive an abstract view from a concrete source and how an updated source
is constructed when the view changes.

Lenses specify well-behaved bidirectional transformations which means that every lens
must obey the following round-tripping laws, which are also called the lens laws:

get(put(a, c)) = a (PUTGET)
get(create(a)) = a (CREATEGET)
put(get(c), c) = c (GETPUT)

These laws formalize some behaviour one would generally expect from a bidirectional
transformation: The updated (or initially created) concrete structure c fully reflects changes
made in the abstract structure a (PUTGET and CREATEGET) and data in the concrete struc-
ture that is hidden by the abstraction is preserved (GETPUT).
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Figure 1: A lens synchronizing a concrete source with an abstract view (from [Fos09])

An example for a lens performing a simple structural tree modification is hoist, which is
defined as follows:

hoist(n : label) {
get(c) = t if c = {n 7→ t}
put(a, c) = {n 7→ a}
create(a) = {n 7→ a}
}

The hoist lens is parametrized with an edge-label n. Given an edge-labeled tree as the
concrete structure c that has only one top-level edge with the given label n with exactly
one child tree t, the forward transformation get yields this tree t, thus, removing the top-
level edge and flattening the hierarchy by one level. Correspondingly, the two backward
transformations put and create restore this top-level edge by adding it to the (potentially
modified) abstract structure a.

Now, the strength of lenses is their compositional notion: A set of atomic lenses – like
hoist – whose well-behavedness was manually proved is provided together with a set of
lens combinators for which it is proved that the resulting composed lens is well-behaved
if all of its sublenses are well-behaved. These lenses and combinators then can be used as
a vocabulary for bidirectional transformations from which arbitrarily complex lenses can
be composed without having to prove the lens laws again. For example, a common com-
binator is the sequential composition comp which takes two lenses l and k – its sublenses
– as arguments and puts them in a row:

comp(l : lens, k : lens) {
get(c) = k .get(l .get(c))
put(a, c) = l .put(k .put(a, l .get(c)), c)
create(a) = l .create(k .create(a))
}

The get direction is straightforward: first l’s get function is called and the result is used
as input for k’s get function. The put direction is slightly more complicated: first, the
original concrete input has to be abstracted by l’s get function to be a proper input for k’s
put function.
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Taking the leading example from [FGM+05], the two edge-labeled trees shown in Fig. 2
can be kept in sync by parameterizing a focus lens to extract the phone number and com-
posing it with a map lens combinator to apply it to all entries of a list:

map(focus(Phone,{URL 7→ http://default.com})

The focus lens again is composed: focus(n,d) can be expanded to comp(filter(n,{d}),
hoist(n)) where n is an edge-label and d is an appropriate default structure for the create
function – in the example, a default URL.

Figure 2: A concrete tree and a derived abstract tree being kept in sync by a lens

Foster et al. show that with a small set of atomic lenses and combinators rich lens-libraries
can be constructed. In [FGM+05] they presented lenses for tree-structured data and in
[BFP+08] they presented a comprehensive lens-library for bidirectional string transfor-
mations.

3 Lenses for Model Transformation in Scala

Our approach is to use lenses for model synchronization in MDE tooling, i.e., to bridge
lenses to the modelware technological space [WK05]. Therefore, in this section, we ex-
plore how lenses can be pragmatically adapted to be applicable in a model-based set-
ting and show how to implement lenses as an internal DSL in Scala. Pragmatic in the
sense, that we focus on EMF-based models and that we take the characteristic properties of
metamodel-based models into account but stay as close as possible to the original seman-
tics to be able to reuse most of the composed tree lenses that were presented in [FGM+05].

3.1 A Data Model for Lenses for Model Transformations

In metamodel-based MDE5, a model (at runtime) is a graph of objects that conforms to
a metamodel. Those objects are instances of classes in that metamodel. Additionally,
a metamodel can contain constraints to restrict the set of valid models. An object is a
triple of a unique identity by which it can be referenced, a state, and the implementing
class defining valid operations on that object [Szy99]. The state of an object is defined
by the values of a fixed number of fields. In a Java-based context, these fields have a

5e.g., as described by the OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF): http://www.omg.org/mof
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unique name and a static type. Fields containing multiple values can be expressed as a
homogeneously typed collection, e.g., an indexed list or a key-value map. Referring to the
example presented in the previous section, two models that are similar to the tree structures
in Fig. 2 can be implemented in EMF as shown in the UML object diagram in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: A UML object diagram of an EMF implementation of the tree example in fig. 1

A fundamental difference is the fact that models in general are graphs as they can contain
references. But if we look at MDE-frameworks like EMF, it is characteristic, that a con-
tainment hierarchy is enforced, i.e., there is an explicitly marked root-object and objects
can have at most one container so that there is a spanning tree containing all objects of the
model. This constraint has been shown to be very useful for MDE tool-implementation.

If we adopt this constraint, we can describe a model as a tree of terms that have a type-
annotation, a unique id, and either a fixed number of subterms (the fields) or an arbitrary
number of subterms of the same type (the contents of a collection). In the former case,
called a Constructor Term, its arity and the order of its subterms is determined by its
classtype, whereas in the latter case – a Collection Term – it has an arbitrary arity. Terms
that have no subterms either hold a single value-literal or the id of another term, thus,
representing a non-containment reference. Additionally, it is often helpful, to be able to
express a tuple of terms, that do not correspond to a classtype, e.g., for representing the
key-value pairs in a map. The following grammar defines a notation for describing models
in that way; type-annotations are surrounded by square brackets and, for now, we assume
a unique id to be implicitly carried by every term. In Fig. 4 the models from Fig. 3 are
represented in our type-annotated term notation.

term ::= CtorTerm[classtype](term1, ..., termn)
| CollectionTerm[collectiontype](term1, ..., termn)
| V alueTerm[valuetype](VALUE)
| RefTerm[classtype](IDREF)
| TupleTerm(term1, ..., termn)

valuetype ::= Integer | String | Bool | ...
collectiontype ::= List |Map | Set | ...
classtype ::= e.g., AddressBook...

In how far does this term notation differ from the unordered edge-labeled trees that lenses
were originally designed for? Apart from type-annotations and implicit object-ids that
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Figure 4: The models from fig. 2 represented in our type annotated term notation

were added, order of subterms now matters. This way, edge-labels were replaced by in-
dices, but together with the type-annotation indices can be mapped to field names. Fur-
thermore, we defined different types of terms, which together with the type annotations
will later help us, to express type constraints on the data, that a lens can handle, e.g., the
one-child constraint of the hoist lens shown in section 2.

The focus on models that have a spanning containment tree – though being a strong re-
striction – allows us to stay relatively close to the original data model of lenses. As a
consequence, as long as we do not use the object-ids, we can implement most of the orig-
inal lenses for transformations of models with similar semantics and thus, reuse many
lenses and lens combinators. Yet, the data model also allows for defining further lenses
that are needed for applications in MDE, namely, lenses that handle references and make
use of object-identities.

3.2 Implementing Statically Typed Lenses in Scala

Based on this data-model, we are able to define statically typed lenses in Scala, i.e., we
can use the Scala compiler to infer the structural type of a lens’ target model based on
the type of its source model. Therefore, in a first naive approach, the abstract type of
a lens that synchronizes between concrete terms of type C and abstract terms of type A
can be implemented straightforward as shown in the following code listing (in Scala, type
parameters are enclosed in square brackets).

abstract class Lens[C <: Term, A <: Term] {
def get(c: C): A
def put(a: A, c: C): C
def create(a: A): C

}

Both types C and A have to inherit (<:) from a type Term which is the root of the term
type hierarchy presented before. Based on this lens type, we can define simple lenses and
lens combinators like the sequential composition Comp (see sec. 2) and are able to express
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Comp’s type constraint that the abstract term of lens l has to be of the same type (CA) as
the concrete term of lens k.

class Comp[C,CA,A](l: Lens[C,CA], k: Lens[CA,A]) extends Lens[C,A] {
def get(c: C): A = k.get(l.get(c))
def put(a: A, c: C): C = l.put(k.put(a, l.get(c)), c)
def create(a: A): C = l.create(k.create(a))

}

Let the domain classes and the concrete model from the previous example be implemented
like this (for brevity, we use Scala’s case class syntax - we also could have defined the
model using Java/EMF):

case class AddressBook(entries: Map[String,ContactInfo])//concrete struct.
case class ContactInfo(phone: Int, url: String)
case class PhoneBook(entries: Map[String, Int]) // the abstract structure
val ab = AddressBook(Map("Pat" -> ContactInfo(3334444,"http://pat.com"),

"Chris" -> ContactInfo(8889999,"http://chris.net"))

Now, the goal is to be able to compose different pre-defined lenses (e.g., here: Hoist,
Filter, Comp and ListMap) and use the resulting composed lens to transform the model as
shown in the following (statically typed) Scala code:

val ab2pb = ListMap(Comp(Filter(..),Hoist(..))) // composing the lens
val pb: PhoneBook = ab2pb.get(ab) // derive the abstract model
pb.entries("Pat") = 3334321 // modify the contents of the phonebook
val abnew: AddressBook = ab2pb.put(pb, ab) // put the changes back

Converting Models to Typed Terms

In order to be able implement such pre-defined lenses independently from the concrete
domain-classes, i.e., as lenses that work on term types, but on the other hand be able to use
these lenses directly on domain-objects as shown before, models have to be converted to
terms. We use of Scala’s implicit conversions for transparently converting domain models
to terms and vice versa. We want to preserve static type-safety throughout the whole trans-
formation process, therefore, we have to keep track of the types of all of a term’s subterms.
This typing cannot be achieved only by annotating terms with the corresponding class type
because in the transformation process there can emerge intermediate term structures that
do not correspond to a class that is defined in the source metamodel or in the target meta-
model. As Scala’s type system (and many other common type systems) only provide
either a heterogeneously typed tuple construct with a fixed arity (e.g., Tuple3[A,B,C])
or a homogeneously typed collection (e.g., List[A]) we use heterogeneously typed lists
(HLists) as introduced by Kiselyov et al. in [KLS04] as the underlying data structure.
Using some type aliasing, this allows us to define a statically typed list containing three
elements of type A, B and C as HList[A::B::C::TNil](a,b,c), where the type
parameter is a so-called type list (TList) that is constructed using ::, a prepend type func-
tion. Thus, a class implementing a constructor term that can have subterms of different
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types wraps an HList and has two type parameters: the corresponding class type C and
TL, the typelist of its HList. Domain-objects can now be converted back and forth by
implicit conversions to allow for the transparent usage of lenses as presented above.

class CtorTerm[C, TL <: TList](terms: HList[TL])
// implicit conversions between ContactInfo and CtorTerm:
implicit def CI2Term(ci: ContactInfo):
CtorTerm[ContactInfo, ValueTerm[Int] :: ValueTerm[String] :: TNil] = ..

implicit def Term2CI(t: CtorTerm[ContactInfo, ...]): ContactInfo = ...

These pairs of implicit conversions have to be implemented for every class whose objects
can be part of a model but can easily be generated from the corresponding metamodels.

Type-Parametrized Lenses

For implementing useful type-safe lenses, we need some type-level metaprogramming:
Scala provides an alternative concept for type parameters, called abstract type members
(which can be accessed with #, e.g., Type#TypeMember). Like other abstract class
members, abstract type members can be implemented by subclasses. As type members can
have type parameters themselves, it has been shown that this can be used to realize type
functions that are evaluated at compile-time (similar to template programming in C++).
This way, type-safe accessor-methods of HLists can be implemented and even the length
of an HList can be statically checked and compared at compile-time.

With this framework of implicit conversions, term types and type-safe operations on HLists,
we can define some type-parametrized lenses, e.g., the focus lens quite concisely. In the
following code listing, the focus lens is parametrized with the 0 number type literal of
type Nat to extract the phone number (0th member) of a ContactInfo object. The third
parameter, a default object of type C, is only needed for the create function.

class Focus[C, TL <: TList, N <: Nat]
(c: Class[C], n: N, dflt: C) extends Lens[CtorTerm[C,TL],TL#Nth[N]]{..}

// a parametrized instance to extract the phone number:
val focus = Focus(classOf[ContactInfo], _0, ContactInfo(42,"http://"))
// type inferred to: Lens[CtorTerm[ContactInfo,TCons[..]],ValueTerm[Int]]
val ciPat: ContactInfo = ab.entries("Pat") //here, the concrete structure
val phonePat: Int = focus.get(ciPat) // retrieving the abstract structure
val ciPatNew: ContactInfo = focus.put(3334321, ciPat) // put changes back

As can be seen, the type parameters of Focus can be inferred by the compiler. Fur-
thermore, it can even be statically checked that there are implicit conversion between the
domain class C and the corresponding CtorTerm in scope, by setting a so-called view
bound on C declaring C <% CtorTerm[C,TL]. Finally, omitted implicit conversions
between ValueTerm[T] and T make the usage of lenses more convenient.
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4 Case Study: A Multi-View Domain-Specific Workbench for the
Development of Optical Nanostructures

The example application for our work is the ongoing development of an EMF-based
domain-specific workbench for developing optical nanostructures. This project is sub-
ject of a cooperation with the nano-optics research group at the physics department of the
authors affiliation.

The members of this group design geometrical structures that are smaller than the wave-
length of optical light in order to affect the motion of photons in a similar way a semicon-
ductor crystal affects the motion of electrons. The properties of these photonic crystals
are tested by simulating the propagation of an electromagnetic pulse within the structure.
There are different simulation methods for that, e.g., the finite difference time domain
method (FDTD) or the finite element method (FEM). Fig. 5(a) shows a picture of a pho-
tonic crystal and Fig. 5(b) shows an schematic overview of the workbench incorporating
different DSLs and different simulation methods, as well as a model-driven data manage-
ment and model-driven communication channels for performing external experiments or
computations.

(a) A photonic crystal [BKS+07] (b) Overview of the domain-specific workbench

Figure 5: A domain-specific workbench for the development of optical nanostructures

The description of an experiment in the development of optical nanostructures is divided
into different aspects, amongst others, the description of the geometry of the nanostruc-
ture itself. These aspects of an experiment differ in how domain-specific they are: The
geometry aspect is completely tailored to the description of photonic crystals, whereas
other aspects are just specific to nanostructure development in general. In order to be able
to provide specially tailored means for describing an experiment, but at the same time be
able to reuse more general aspects, the workbench provides different DSLs for descriping
different aspects of an experiment. Additionally the workbench incorporates a workflow
description language to be able to plan a series of experiments. For each of those DSLs a
rich-featured editor is provided that is generated from the metamodel-based specification
of that language. Fig. 6 shows a screenshot of a textual editor for the geometry DSL that
was generated using Xtext – the nanostructure being described is very similar to the one
that is shown in Fig. 5(a).
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Figure 6: A generated Xtext editor for the geometry DSL

Each view – implemented as a generated EMF-based editor for one DSL – works on its
own underlying EMF-based model. As lenses are asymmetric bidirectional transforma-
tions, they cannot be used to synchronize these models directly pairwise. Instead, we use
lenses to synchronize each view-model with a shared synchronization model (Fig. 7). This
way, changes made in one view are propagated back to the synchronization model and
from there the changes are propagated to any view presenting the same information which
results in a pairwise synchronization of all related views [AT96]. The synchronization
model can either be implemented as a shared abstraction, i.e., it only contains information
that is shared by different views on the system description, or as a (possibly generated)
complete model containing all information of all views, so that the different views are
abstractions of this shared complete model.

Figure 7: A lens-based view synchronization architecture
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One advantage of using separate models for each view instead of using one complete
model with different editors working on that model, is that it decouples the development
of the different DSLs and the generating of the corresponding tools from the task of model
synchronization. Because of that, existing MDE technologies like Xtext can be used with-
out any modification to develop the DSLs as well as the corresponding editors and the
model synchronizations can be implemented separately.

Furthermore, we argue that using separate view models together with a shared synchro-
nization model – especially when implemented as a shared abstraction – makes interde-
pendencies between multiple aspects of the system description explicit. Without a shared
synchronization model these interdependencies are described implicitly either in the im-
plementations of the different editors or in the transformations between related models.

5 Related Work

By implementing lenses as an internal DSL in Scala and by implementing model synchro-
nizations separately using multiple view models together with a shared synchronization
model, our approach is lightweight in the sense that it is easy to integrate with existing
technologies, projects and tool-suites. Furthermore, it is flexible in the sense that develop-
ers, who do not immediately see a way to solve their task using a special transformation
language, can use Scala as general-purpose language and can later gradually migrate to
a bidirectional implementation in order to reduce the long-term maintenance overhead of
unidirectional transformations.

Apart from symmetric or mainly bijective approaches like triple graph grammars [SK08,
EEE+07] and QVT, respectively, other approaches that apply non-bijective asymmetric
bidirectional transformations to heterogeneous model synchronization were presented by
Xiong et al. in [XSHT09] and Hidaka et al. in [HHKN09]. These approaches are less
lightweight but – in contrast to our term-based approach – are graph-based and, hence, are
in general less limited regarding changes that affect non-containment references.

In contrast to lenses’ state-based nature, the approach of Xiong is update-based. In [DXC10],
Diskin and Xiong argue that state-based lenses cannot decide whether an object was re-
placed by another or if its state was completely changed and, thus, show semantic issues
with applying lenses to model transformations. Nevertheless, the update-based approach
prevents from the seamless integration with existing metamodel-based technologies that
we aim for, because updates have to be marked explicitly which results in a dirty meta-
model. Giese and Wagner presented a similar update-based approach based on triple graph
grammars [GW09].
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an approach to model synchronization based on asymmetric bidirectional
transformations in the context of multi-view modeling. Therefore, we implemented lenses
– being asymmetric bidirectional tree transformations – as an internal DSL in Scala and
showed how Scala’s type system and implicit conversions can be leveraged to ensure static
type-safety. We showed how lenses can be adapted to be applicable in an MDE context
and presented an example application that incorporates a lens-based view synchronization
architecture.

Now, our first goal is to provide most of the lenses from [FGM+05] with similar semantics
but with static type safety in our Scala implementation. However, to be applicable in MDE
projects, the original framework of tree lenses has to be extended with lenses that handle
non-containment references and with lenses that account for the unique object identity. Al-
though, we are confident, that some of those lenses can be implemented on the basis of the
original lens framework, we are exploring the possibility to add traces to our framework:
Object ids can be used to trace, what objects in the abstract model were created from what
objects in the concrete model and vice versa. This solves some of the issues described by
Diskin and Xiong and, thus, presents an alternative to their update-based approach.

Furthermore, we are exploring different ways of constructing the synchronization model.
Hesselund presented techniques for automatic overlap detection between different DSLs
[Hes09]. In conjunction with our approach to statically infer the type of the abstract model
from the concrete model and the applied lens, these overlap detection techniques could be
used to automatically generate the metamodel of a synchronization model that is imple-
mented as a shared abstraction representing all overlaps.
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